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One of the observations of [L4] has been that the canonical basis [L1] of the
+ part of a quantized enveloping algebra attached to a Cartan matrix of finite type
is naturally in bijection with a collection of subsets of the set of ‘‘totally positive’’
elements in G(R((=))) where G is a semisimple simply connected algebraic group
attached to the dual Cartan matrix and = is an indeterminate. (See also [L5].)This
collection of subsets is not defined in algebraic-geometric terms since its definition
involves positive real numbers. This paper arose from the desire to replace this
collection of subsets by some algebraic-geometric objects which make sense over
any field and still are in bijection with the canonical basis. For simplicity we will
restrict ourselves to the simply laced case. (The general case can be easily reduced
to it.) We replace G(R((=))) by Gs=G(C[[=]]=sC[[=]]) where s is some large
integer; this is regarded as an algebraic group over C of dimension s dim G. We
replace the collections of subsets above by a finite collection of closed, irreducible
algebraic subvarieties of Gs . This collection of subvarieties of Gs is naturally in
bijection with a large subset of the canonical basis which becomes the entire canoni-
cal basis as s  .The bijection is established at the combinatorial level. I do not
know how to relate directly the canonical basis with the subvarieties above.
 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. Preliminaries
1.1. Let I be a finite set. Let (aij) i, j # I be a simply laced Cartan matrix,
that is, a symmetric matrix with integer entries which is positive definite
and satisfies aii=2 for all i # I and aij # [0, &1] for all i{j in I. Let g be
the semisimple Lie algebra over C defined by the generators (ei , fi , hi) i # I
and the ChevalleySerre relations
ad(ei)&aij+1(ej)=0, ad( fi)&aij+1( fj)=0 for i{j;
[hi , hj]=0; [ei , fj]=$ijhi ; [hi , ej]=aijej ;
[hi , fj]=&aij fj .
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Let u be the Lie subalgebra generated by [ fi | i # I]; let u$ be the Lie sub-
algebra generated by [ei | i # I]; let t be the Lie subalgebra spanned by
[hi | i # I]. Let b=u+t, b$=u$+t.
Let U be the connected unipotent algebraic group over C with Lie
algebra u. For i # I, let yi : C  U be the homomorphism of algebraic
groups whose differential C  u takes 1 to fi .
Let t* be the dual space of t. Let ( , ): t_t*  C be the standard pair-
ing. For i # I, let :i # t* be defined by [x, ei]=(x, :i ) ei for all x # t; let
|i # t* be defined by (hj , |i)=$ij .
Let X+=i # I N|i /t*. Let \=i # I |i # X +; thus, (hi , \) =1 for
all i. Let \ # t be defined by ( \ , :i) =1 for all i.
Let W be the Weyl group of g with respect to t. We regard W as a
Coxeter group acting by reflections in t and in t*. The simple reflections
si # W (i # I ) are defined by si (x)=x&(x, :i) hi for x # t and by
si (x$)=x$&(hi , x$):i for x$ # t*. Let w0 be the longest element of W. Let
i [ i* be the involution of I defined by w0 si w0 &1=si* .
1.2. Let n be the length of w0 . Let H be the set of all sequences i=(i1 ,
i2 , ..., in) in I such that si1 si 2 } } } sin=w0 . Let H be the set of all pairs (i, c)
where i # H and c # Nn.
As in [L1], we regard H as the set of vertices of a graph in which (i, c),
(i$, c$) form an edge if one of the conditions (a), (b) below is satisfied.
(a) i$ is obtained from i by replacing two consecutive indices i, j
(with si sj=sj si) by j, i and c$ is obtained from c by replacing the two con-
secutive coordinates a, b of c (corresponding to the positions in which i, j
appear in i) by b, a.
(b) i$ is obtained from i by replacing three consecutive indices i, j, i
(with si sj si=sj si sj) by j, i, j and c$ is obtained from c by replacing the three
consecutive coordinates a, b, c of c (corresponding to the positions in
which i, j, i appear in i) by a$, b$, c$, where a$=b+c&min(a, c),
b$=min(a, c), c$=a+b&min(a, c).
Note that conditions (a), (b) above are symmetric, hence the edges are
well defined.
Let H - be the set of connected components of the graph above. Accord-
ing to [L3, 42.1.9], for any i # H, the map which takes c to the connected
component of (i, c) is a bijection Nn[H -.
1.3. For (i, c)=((i1 , i2 , ..., in), (c1 , c2 , ..., cn)) # H and i # I, we set
/i (i, c)=:
k
ck (si1 si 2 } } } sik&1 hik , |i) =:
k
ck (sin sin&1 } } } si k+1 hik , |i*).
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It is easy to check that
(a) /i (i, c)=/i (i$, c$) if (i, c), (i$, c$) form an edge of the graph in 1.2.
Hence, if for # # H - and i # I we set
/i, #=/i (i, c),
where (i, c) belongs to #, then /i, # is independent of the choice of (i, c).
1.4. For d=(di) i # I # NI, we set H -d=[# # H
- | /i, #=di \i]. According
to [L3, 42.1.14], the set H - is naturally the indexing set for the canonical
basis of the + part of the quantized enveloping algebra corresponding to
the Cartan matrix (aij). This algebra is naturally graded by elements of NI
and the H -d corresponds to the part of the canonical basis that is contained
in the homogeneous part of degree d.
2. Two Properties of Roots
2.1. For a fixed (i1 , ..., in) # H, we define ri # Z>0 (i # I ) by 2\=i ri :i ,
and we set, for * # X+ and k # [1, n]
t*, k=(si n . . .si k+1(hi k), *) # N.
Proposition 2.2 For * # X+, we have
\ t\, 1- ri1+
t *, 1
\ t\, 2- ri2+
t*, 2
} } } \ t\, n- rin+
t *, n
=1. (a)
We first verify that the left hand side of (a) does not depend on the
choice of reduced expression for w0 . It suffices to show that the left hand
side of (a) remains unchanged if our reduced expression is changed into
another one by an application of a braid group relation of W. This follows
from the identities
(a- g) p ((a+b)- g$) p+q (b- g)q=(b- g$)q ((a+b)- g) p+q (a- g$) p,
(a- g) p (b- g$)q=(b- g$)q (a- g) p.
It remains to check the proposition for one particular reduced expression
of w0 . This is done by a case by case verification. For example, in type Am ,
with I=[1, 2, ..., m] in the usual labelling, we may take (i1 , i2 , ..., in)=
(1, 2, 1, 3, 2, 1, ..., m, m&1, ..., 2, 1) and we must verify the identity
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\ 1- 1m+
*m
\ 2- 2(m&1)+
*m&1+* m
\ 1- m+
*m&1
_\ 3- 3(m&2)+
*m&2+* m&1+*m
\ 2- 2(m&1)+
*m&2+*m&1
\ 1- 1m+
*m&2
} } }
_\ m- m1+
* 1+*2+ } } } +*m
} } } \ 2- 2(m&1)+
*1+*2
\ 1- 1m+
* 1
for any *1 , *2 , ..., *m in N; this is immediate. As another example, in type
D4 with I=[1, 2, 3, 4] with 2 corresponding to the branch point of the
Coxeter graph, we may take (i1 , i2 , ..., i12)=(3, 4, 2, 3, 4, 2, 1, 2, 3, 4, 2, 1)
and we must verify the identity
\ 1- 6+
*3
\ 1- 6+
*4
\ 3- 10+
* 2+* 3+*4
\ 2- 6+
*2+*4
\ 2- 6+
*2+*3
_\ 1- 10+
*2
\ 5- 6+
*1+2*2+*3+* 4
\ 4- 10+
*1+* 2+*3+*4
_\ 3- 6+
* 1+*2+*3
\ 3- 6+
*1+*2+* 4
\ 2- 10+
*1+*2
\ 1- 6+
*1
for any *1 , *2 , *3 , *4 in N; this is immediate. The verification in the other
cases is similar.
Proposition 2.3. For any zi # C* (i # I ), we have
yi 1(zi1 t\, 1) yi2(zi 2 t\, 2) } } } yin(zin t\, n)=exp \:i rizi fi+
This has been stated in [L4] and verified in [FL], in the case where all
zi=1. The general case follows by change of scale.
3. The function f *: U  C
3.1. Let * # X+. Let 4* be an irreducible highest weight g-module with
highest weight * and with given highest weight vector ’. Let ! be the lowest
weight vector in the canonical basis of 4* that contains ’.
The elements f =i - ri fi , e~ =i - ri ei , h =i rihi span a three dimen-
sional Lie subalgebra of g isomorphic to sl2 ; indeed, using i ri aij=2, we
have
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[e~ , f ]=:
i, j
- ri - rj [ei , fj]=:
i
ri hi=h ,
[h , e~ ]=:
i, j
riaij - rj ej=:
j \:i riaij+ - rj ej=2e~ ,
[h , f ]=&:
i, j
riaij - rj fj=&:
j \:i riaij+ - rj fj=&2f .
Lemma 3.2. We fix (i1 , i2 , ..., in) # H. With the notation of 2.1, we have
(a) !=( f t*, 1i1 t*, 1 !)( f
t *, 2
i2 t*, 2 !) } } } ( f
t *, n
i n  t*, n !) ’,
(b) !=( f t~ t~ !) ’, where t~ =(2\ , *).
(a) is proved in [L3, 28.1.4]. We prove (b). We have e~ ’=0 and
h ’=i ri(hi , *) =(2\ , *) =t~ . By the representation theory of sl2 , the
vectors
(c) ( f k k!) ’ with k=0, 1, ..., t~
form a basis of an irreducible sl2-submodule M of 4* with highest weight
vector ’. The vectors (c) form the canonical basis of this sl2-module and
( f t~ t~ !) ’ is the lowest weight vector in this canonical basis. We have
h !=&t~ ! and ! is characterized by this equation (up to a non-zero scalar).
Since ( f t~ t~ !) ’ satisfies the same equation (if substituted for !), we have
f t~
t~ !
’=c! for some c # C&[0].
Since the fi act with positive coefficients with respect to the canonical
basis [L3, 22.1.7], we must have c # R>0.
Let @: g  g be the Lie algebra automorphism such that @(ei )=fi* ,
@( fi)=ei* , @(hi)=&hi* . We have clearly @(e~ )=f , @( f )=e~ , @(h )=&h . There
is a unique vector space isomorphism @: 4* 4* such that @(!)=’ and
@( px)=@( p) @(x) for all p # g, x # 4* . We have @2=1. (See [L2, 3.2]). By the
same result applied to the irreducible sl2-module M for which ’, ( f t
~ t~ !) ’
are parts of the canonical basis, we see that there is a unique vector space
isomorphism @$: M  M such that
@$ \ f
 t~
t~ !
’+=’, @$(e~ x)=f @$(x), @$( f x)=e~ @$(x), @$(h x)=&h @$(x)
for all x # M. We have @$2=1. Now @ clearly leaves M stable and on M it
satisfies
@(!)=’, @(e~ x)=f @(x), @( f x)=e~ @(x), @(h x)=&h @(x).
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Then c@ |M satisfies the defining properties of @$ so that c@ |M=@$. Since @, @$
have square 1 it follows that c2=1. Since c # R>0, it follows that c=1.
Thus, ( f t~ t~ !) ’=!. The lemma is proved.
In the next proposition, its proof, and the corollary following it, we write
+ } } } instead of ‘‘plus terms in weight spaces other than that of !.’’
Proposition 3.3. (a) exp( f ) ’=!+ } } } .
(b) We fix (i1 , i2 , ..., in) # H. For any p1 , p2 , ..., pn in C we have
(notation of 2.1):
yi 1( p1) yi 2( p2) } } } yin( pn) ’=p
t*, 1
1 } } } p
t*, n
n !+ } } } .
If k{t~ then ( f kk!) ’ is in a weight space other than that of !. Taking
the sum over k0, we obtain that exp( f ) ’=( f t~ t~ !) ’+ } } } ; this, together
with 3.2(b), clearly implies (a).
We prove (b). For (t$1 , ..., t$n) # Nn we have
f t $1i1
t$1 !
} } }
f t$ni n
t$n !
’=ct $1 , ..., t$n !+ } } }
where ct $1 , ..., t$n # N by the positivity properties of the canonical basis [L3,
22.1.7]. By 3.2(a), we have
(c) ct *, 1 , ..., t*, n=1.
We have clearly
yi 1( p1) } } } yin( pn) ’= :
t$1 , ..., t $n
ct $1 , ..., t$n p
t $
1
1 } } } p
t $n
n !+ } } }
for any p1 , ..., pn in C. Taking zi=1- ri in 2.3, we obtain
yi 1(t\, 1 - ri1) } } } yin(t\, n- rin)=exp( f ).
Applying both sides to ’ and using (a), we obtain
yi 1(t\, 1 - ri 1) } } } yin(t\, n - rin) ’=!+ } } } .
Hence
:
t$1 , ..., t $n
ct $1 , ..., t $n (t\, 1 - ri1)
t$1 } } } (t\, n - rin)
t$n=1.
By 2.2 and (c), the contribution of (t*, 1 , ..., t*, n) to the previous sum is
equal to 1. Hence

(t$1 , ..., t$n){(t *, 1, ..., t *, n)
ct$1 , ..., t$n(t\, 1 - ri1)
t$1 } } } (t\, n - rin)
t$n=0.
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Since ct$1 , ..., t$n0 and (t\, 1 - ri1)
t$1 } } } (t\, n- ri n)
t$n>0, it follows that
ct$1 , ..., t$n=0 for all (t$1 , ..., t$n){(t*, 1 , ..., t*, n).
This, together with (c) clearly implies (b).
Corollary 3.4. Let f * : U  C be the regular function defined by
u’=f *(u)!+ } } } . We fix (i1 , i2 , ..., in) # H. We have (notation of 2.1):
f *(yi1( p1) yi2( p2) } } } yin( pn))=p
t *, 1
1 p
t*, 2
2 } } } p
t*, n
n
for all ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn) # Cn.
4. The Algebraic Variety Zs
4.1. In this paper all algebraic varieties are assumed to be reduced, over
C. We fix an integer s1. If Z is an affine algebraic variety with coordinate
algebra O, we define a new affine algebraic variety Zs as follows. As a set,
Zs is the set of all C-algebra homomorphisms
(a) O  Cs :=C[[=]]=sC[[=]]
where = is an indeterminate. For example, when Z=V, a finite dimensional
C-vector space, we have canonically Vs=VC Cs (as a set). Note that Vs
is a C-vector space of dimension s dim V, and in particular it is an
algebraic variety. (Thus Cs defined as Zs for Z=C coincides with Cs
defined in (a).) For general Z, we choose a closed imbedding Z/V with
V as above. Then we have an induced imbedding of sets Zs /Vs . A func-
tion Zs  C is said to be regular if it is the restriction to Zs of a regular
function on the vector space Vs . The regular functions on Zs define a
structure of affine algebraic variety on Zs ; it is independent of the choice
of imbedding Z/V.
A morphism f : Z  Z$ of affine algebraic varieties induces in an obvious
way a morphism of algebraic varieties fs : Zs  Z$s ; thus, Zs depends
functorially on Z. Note that Z1=Z canonically.
4.2. If s2, we have a canonical morphism Zs  Zs&1 of algebraic
varieties. It takes the point defined by the algebra homomorphism O  Cs
to the point defined by the composition O  Cs  Cs&1. (Here Cs  Cs&1
is the obvious algebra homomorphism which takes = to =.)
It is easy to check that, in the case where Z is smooth, of pure dimension
d, the morphism Zs  Zs&1 is a fibration with all fibres isomorphic to Cd.
(For a not necessarily smooth Z, the fibre of Z2  Z1=Z at a point z # Z
may be identified with the tangent space of Z at z.)
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4.3. If Z=H, an affine algebraic group, then the multiplication
H_H  H and taking inverse H  H induce morphisms of affine varieties
Hs_Hs  Hs and Hs  Hs which make Hs into an algebraic group.
5. The Subvarieties Vs, i , c of Us
5.1. Let s be an integer 1. For any c # N, cCs :== cCs is an ideal
of Cs=C[[=]]= sC[[=]] (as in 4.1). We have cCs=0 if cs. For
c # [0, s&1], we set
c
*
Cs= cCs& c+1Cs .
For c=0 we also write C* instead of 0
*
Cs ; this is the group of invertible
elements for the multiplication in Cs .
Now the algebraic group Us is defined in terms of U as in 4.3. The
homomorphisms of C-algebraic groups yi : C  U give rise by functoriality
to homomorphisms of C-algebraic groups ( yi)s : Cs  Us . To simplify nota-
tion, we write yi instead of ( yi)s . For (i, c) # H we define a morphism of
C-varieties ,i , c : c1Cs_c 2Cs_ } } } _c nCs  Us by
,i , c( p1 , p2 , ..., pn)=yi1( p1) yi2( p2) } } } yin( pn).
Let Us, i , c be the image of this morphism. This is a constructible,
irreducible subset of Us . Let Vs, i , c be the closure of Us, i , c in Us . This is
an irreducible, closed subvariety of Us .
Lemma 5.2. Assume that (i, c), (i$, c$) are elements of H which form an
edge of the graph in 1.2 and that s>i # I /i (i, c)=i # I /i (i$, c$). Then
Vs, i , c=Vs, i$, c$ .
If the edge is as in 1.2(a), we have Us, i , c=Us, i $, c$ and the result follows.
Assume now that the edge is as in 1.2(b). Let k, k+1, k+2 be the three
consecutive numbers in [1, n] so that ik=i, ik+1=j, ik+2=i, i $k=j,
i $k+1=i, i $k+2=j and il=i $l for l  [k, k+1, k+2]. Here aij=&1.
We shall use the following notation. For p # Cs we write p=s&1k=0 p(k) =
k
where p(k) # C are uniquely determined.
Let A be the set of all ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn) in c 1Cs_c 2Cs_ } } } _c nCs such
that pk(ck){0, pk+1(ck+1){0, pk+2(ck+2){0 and such that, if ck=ck+2 ,
then pk(ck)+pk+2(ck+2){0. (From our assumption on s it follows that
s>cl for all l so that pk(ck), pk+1(ck+1), pk+2(ck+2) are well defined.)
Then A is an open dense subset of c 1Cs_c2Cs _ } } } _c nCs (an affine space).
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Similarly, let A$ be the set of all ( p$1 , p$2 , ..., p$n) in c
$
1Cs_
c$2Cs_ } } } _
c$nCs
such that
p$k(c$k){0, p$k+1(c$k+1){0, p$k+2(c$k+2){0
and such that, if c$k=c$k+2 , then p$k(c$k)+p$k+2(c$k+2){0.
(As before, p$k(c$k), p$k+1(c$k+1), p$k+2(c$k+2) are well defined.) Then A$ is
an open dense subset of c$1Cs_
c$2Cs_ } } } _
c$nCs (an affine space). It follows
that ,i , c(A) is dense in Us, i , c and ,i$, c$(A$) is dense in Us, i$, c$ .
We will show that
(a) ,i, c(A)/, i$, c$(A$).
Then, by symmetry, the reverse inclusion will also hold, so we would have
,i , c(A)=, i$, c$(A$). Since this last set is contained in Us, i , c & Us, i$, c$ , it will
follow that Us, i , c & Us, i$, c$ is dense in Us, i , c and in Us, i$, c$ and the desired
result will follow.
Let ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn) # A. We choose representatives p* 1 , p* 2 , ..., p* n for
p1 , p2 , ..., pn in C[[=]]. Then p* l # = c lC[[=]] for all l. We define
( p* $1 , p* $2 , ..., p* $n) # (= c
$
1C[[=]])_(= c$2C[[=]])_ } } } _(= c$nC[[=]]) by
p* $k=p* k+1p* k+2 ( p* k+ p* k+2), p* $k+1=p* k+ p* k+2 , p* $k+2=p* k p* k+1 ( p* k+ p* k+2)
and p* $l=p* l for l  [k, k+1, k+2].
(Recall that c$k=ck+1+ck+2&min(ck , ck+2), c$k+1=min(ck , ck+2),
c$k+2=ck+ck+1&min(ck , ck+2) and c$l=cl for l  [k, k+1, k+2].) By
reducing modulo = sC[[=]] we get an n-tuple ( p$1 , p$2 , ..., p$n) # A$. It is
enough to show that
(b) ,i, c( p1 , p2 , ..., pn)=,i$, c$( p$1 , p$2 , ..., p$n).
This clearly folows from the equality
yi ( pk) yj ( pk+1) yi ( pk+2)=yj ( p$k) yi ( p$k+1) yj ( p$k+2),
which in turn, can be expressed as the following equality in SL3(Cs):
1 pk 0 1 0 0 1 pk+2 0
\0 1 0+\0 1 pk+1+\0 1 0+0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
1 0 0 1 p$k+1 0 1 0 0
=\0 1 p$k+\0 1 0+\0 1 p$k+2+ ,0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
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or, equivalently, as the equalities
pk+pk+2=p$k+1 , pkpk+1=p$k+1 p$k+2 , pk+1=p$k+p$k+2
in Cs ; these, in turn, follow from the following equalities in C[[=]] by
reduction modulo = sC[[=]]:
p* k+p* k+2=p* $k+1 , p* kp* k+1=p* $k+1 p* $k+2 , p* k+1=p* $k+ p* $k+2.
The lemma is proved.
6. A Dimension Formula
6.1. For (i, c) # H , we set ds, i , c=dim Us, i , c=dim Vs, i , c .
Lemma 6.2. Let (i, c)=((i1 , i2 , ..., in), (c1 , c2 , ..., cn)) # H and let c$=
(0, c2 , ..., cn). If s>i # I /i (i, c), then ds, i , c=ds, i , c$&c1 .
Let Z be the open dense subset of c 1 Cs_c 2Cs_ } } } _c n Cs consisting of
all ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn) such that pk(ck){0 for all k2. Similarly, let Z$ be the
open dense subset of 0Cs_
c 2Cs_ } } } _
c nCs consisting of all ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn)
such that pk(ck){0 for all k2. Let Z =,i , c(Z) (a dense subset of Us, i , c)
and let Z $=,i , c$(Z$) (a dense subset of Us, i , c$). Since dim Z =dim Us, i , c
and dim Z $=dim Us, i , c$ , it suffices to prove that dim Z $=c1+dim Z .
Let +: Cc1_Z  Z $ be given by
+((a1 , a2 , ..., ac 1), z)=yi1(a1+a2 =+ } } } +ac 1=
c1&1)z
(product in Us), where (a1 , a2 , ..., ac 1) represents a point in C
c1. From the
definitions, it is clear that + is surjective.
We show that + is injective. An equivalent statement is as follows.
Assume that pk # = c kCs for k=1, 2, ..., n, pk(ck){0 for k=2, ..., n and q,
q$ # C[=] are polynomials of degree <c1 such that
(a) yi1(q+p1) yi 2( p2) } } } yin( pn)=yi1(q$+ p$1) yi 2( p$2) } } } yin( p$n); then
q=q$. Hence yi 1( p1) yi 2( p2) } } } yin( pn)=yi1( p$1) yi 2( p$2) } } } yi n( p$n).
From (a) we deduce
(b) yi1(q&q$+p1+p$1) yi2( p2) } } } yi n( pn)=yi1(0) yi 2( p$2) } } } yi n( p$n).
Let *=|i 1* # X
+. Let f * : U  C be the morphism defined in 3.4 and let
f *s : Us  Cs be its extension (as in 4.1). Recall from 3.4 that
f *( yi 1(g1) yi2(g2) } } } yin(gn))=g
t*, 1
1 g
t*, 2
2 } } } g
t*, n
n
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for all (g1 , g2 , ..., gn) # Cn. This identity extends automatically to an
identity
f *s( yi1(g1) yi 2(g2) } } } yin(gn))=g
t*, 1
1 g
t*, 2
2 } } } g
t*, n
n
for all (g1 , g2 , ..., gn) # Cns . From the definition, we have t*, 1=1. Hence if
we apply f *s to the two sides of (b), we obtain the following equality in Cs :
(q&q$+p1&p$1) pt *, 22 } } } p
t*, n
n =0.
From our assumptions on p2 , p3 , ..., pn we have
pt *, 22 } } } p
t *, n
n =dl =
l+dl+1=l+1+ } } } +dk=k
where kl=na=2 t*, aca and dl , dl+1 , ..., dk are complex numbers with
dl {0. Hence (q&q$+ p1& p$1) =l=0 in Cs .
From the definitions, we see that
c1+l= :
n
a=1
t*, aca= :
n
a=1
(sin } } } sia+1(hi a), |i1*) ca=/i1(i, c).
Hence (q&q$+p1&p$1) =/ i 1 ( i , c )&c1=0 in Cs . By our assumption on s, we
have s>/i1(i, c). It follows that q&q$+p1&p$1 # =
c1Cs . Since p1 , p$1 belong
to = c 1Cs , it follows that q&q$ # = c 1Cs . Since q, q$ are are polynomials
of degree <c1 and s>c1 , it follows that q=q$. Thus the injectivity of
the map + is verified. It follows that + is bijective. This implies that
dim Z $=c1+dim Z . The lemma is proved.
Lemma 6.3. Let ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn), ( p$1 , p$2 , ..., p$n) be two points of (Cs*)n
and let i # H. If
(a) yi1( p1) yi 2( p2) } } } yin( pn)=yi1( p$1) yi2( p$2) } } } yi n( p$n)
(equality in Us) then p1=p$1 , p2=p$2 , ..., pn=p$n .
From (a) we deduce that
(b) yi1( p1& p$1) yi2( p2) } } } yin( pn)=yi1(0) yi2( p$2) } } } yin( p$n).
Applying f *s (as in the proof of Lemma 6.2) to both sides of (b) we deduce
as in that proof that
( p1&p$1) pt*, 22 } } } p
t *, n
n =0.
Since p2 , p3 , ..., pn are invertible, it follows that p1&p$1=0, hence p1=p$1 .
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Assume now that, for some k # [1, n&1] we know that p1=p$1 ,
p2=p$2 , ..., pk=p$k . We shall prove that pk+1=p$k+1. (This will prove the
lemma by induction.)
From our assumption and (a) it follows that
yi k+1( pk+1) yi k+2( pk+2) } } } yin( pn)=yi k+1( p$k+1) yik+2( p$k+2) } } } yin( p$n).
Multiplying on the right by yi 1*(1) yi2*(1) } } } yik*(1), we deduce
yik+1( pk+1) yi k+2( pk+2) } } } yin( pn) yi 1*(1) yi2*(1) } } } yik*(1)
=yik+1( p$k+1) yik+2( p$k+2) } } } yin( p$n) yi 1*(1) yi 2*(1) } } } yik*(1).
By the first part of the proof, applied to (ik+1, ik+2, ... in , i1*, i2*, ..., ik*) # H
and to
( pk+1 , pk+2 , ..., pn , 1, 1, ..., 1), ( p$k+1 , p$k+2 , ..., p$n , 1, 1, ..., 1)
in (Cs*)
n, we deduce that pk+1=p$k+1. The lemma is proved.
Lemma 6.4. Let (i, c) # H . Assume that c=(0, 0, ..., 0). Then ds(i, c)=ns.
Let Cs* be as in 6.3. Then (Cs*)
n is an open dense subset of
c1 Cs_
c 1 Cs_ } } } _
c n Cs=(Cs)
n hence , i , c(Cs*) is dense in Us, i , c . Hence it
suffices to show that dim ,i , c(Cs*)=ns. Since dim(Cs*)n=ns, it is enough
to show that the restriction map ,i , c : (Cs*)n  Us is injective. But this
follows from Lemma 6.3. The lemma is proved.
Proposition 6.5. Let (i, c) # H . If s>i /i (i, c), then
(a) ds, i , c=ns&:
i
/i (i, c).
We argue by induction on h=i /i (i, c). If h=0, then c1=c2= } } } =
cn=0 and the result follows from Lemma 6.4. Assume now that h>0. By
[L2, 2.7], we can find (i", c") in the same connected component of the
graph in 1.2 as (i, c), such that c1>0. Statement (a) for (i, c) is the same
as statement (a) for (i", c"). (The left hand sides of (a) are the same, by
Lemma 5.2; the right hand sides are the same, by 1.3(a).) Thus, we may
assume that c1>0. In this case, let c$ be as in Lemma 6.2. The role of h
for (i, c$) is played by h&c1 . Since h&c1<h, the induction hypothesis is
applicable to (i, c$). Using Lemma 6.2 and the induction hypothesis, we
have
ds, i , c=ds, i , c$&c1=ns&(h&c1)&c1=ns&h.
This completes the proof.
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7. Injectivity
7.1. We set M=maxi, j # I ; w # W |(w(hi), |j ) |. (For example, in type E8 ,
we have M=6.)
Lemma 7.2. Let (i, c), (i$, c$) be two pairs in H with i=i$. Assume that
s>Mn 
i
/i (i, c)=Mn 
i
/i (i, c$),
and that
( p1 , p2 , ..., pn) # *
c 1Cs_*
c2 Cs_ } } } _*
c n Cs ,
( p$1 , p$2 , ..., p$n) # *
c$1Cs_*
c$2 Cs_ } } } _*
c$nCs
satisfy
(a) yi1( p1) yi 2( p2) } } } yin( pn)=yi1( p$1) yi2( p$2) } } } yi n( p$n)
(equality in Us). Then c=c$.
If n=1, the equality c=c$ follows from our assumption i /i (i, c)=
i /i (i, c$). In the remainder of the proof we assume that n>1.
We set h=i /i (i, c). We will prove for any k # [1, n] the following
statement.
(Pk) Assume in addition that the equalities p1=p$1 , p2=p$2 , ...,
pk&1=p$k&1 hold in Cs&M(k&1) h . Then pk=p$k (equality in Cs&Mkh).
Moreover, if k<n, we have ck=c$k .
Applying the canonical homomorphism Cs  Cs&M(k&1)h to the equality
(a) and using the assumption of Pk , we obtain
yi 1( p1) } } } yik&1( pk&1) yik( pk) } } } yi n( pn)
=yi1( p1) } } } yik&1( pk&1) yi k( p$k) } } } yin( p$n),
(equality in Us&M(k&1)h). This implies
yi k( pk) } } } yin( pn) yi1*(1) yi2*(1) } } } yi*k&1(1)
=yik( p$k) } } } yi n( p$n) yi1*(1) yi2*(1) } } } yi*k&1(1)
and
(b) yi k( pk&p$k) yik+1( pk+1) } } } yin( pn) yi1*(1) yi 2*(1) } } } yi*k&1(1)
=yi k(0) yik+1( pk+1) } } } yin( p$n) yi1*(1) yi2*(1) } } } yi*k&1(1)
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(equality in Us&M(k&1)h). Let *=|i k* # X, let f
* : U  C be the morphism
defined in 3.4 and let f *s&M(k&1) h : Us&M(k&1)h  Cs&M(k&1)h be its exten-
sion (as in 4.1). We apply f *s&M(k&1)h to both sides of (b). As in the proof
of 6.2, we obtain
( pk&p$k) pt k+1k+1 } } } p
t n
n =0
(equality in Cs&M(k&1)h), where
tm=(si*k&1 } } } si2* si1*sin } } } sim+1(hi m), |ik*)
= :
i # I
(si*k&1 } } } si2* si 1*hi , |i k*)(sin } } } si m+1(him), |i)
for m=k+1, k+2, ..., n. Since for any m, pm # *
c m Cs , it follows that
( pk& p$k) =l=0 in Cs&M(k&1)h
where
l := :
n
m=k+1
tm cm
= :
i # I
(si*k&1 } } } si 2*si 1*hi , |i k*) :
n
m=k+1
(sin } } } sim+1(hi m), |i) cm
 :
i # I
|(si*k&1 } } } si 2*si 1*hi , |ik*) | :
n
m=1
(sin } } } sim+1(him), |i ) cm
= :
i # I
|(si*k&1 } } } si2* si 1*hi , |ik*) | /i*(i, c)M :
i # I
/i*(i, c)=Mh.
From lMh, we deduce ( pk&p$k) =Mh=0 in Cs&M(k&1)h . Hence
pk&p$k # = s&MhCs&M(k&1)h . Equivalently, pk=pk$ in Cs&Mkh . Since
pk # *
ck Cs and p$k # *
c$kCs , the equality pk=p$k in Cs&Mkh implies ck=c$k , at
least if k<n. (In this case, we have ckh<s&Mkh, since s>Mnh.) Thus,
Pk is proved.
Next we prove for k # [1, n] the following statement.
(P$k) Under the assumptions of the lemma, we have pg=p$g (equality in
Cs&Mgh) for g=1, 2, ..., k. Moreover, we have cg=c$g for g=1, 2, ..., k.
Note that P$1 follows from P1 . (Recall that n>1.) Assume that P$k&1 is
known for some k # [2, n&1]. Then the assumption of Pk is verified; using
P$k&1 and Pk , we see that P$k holds. Thus, P$k is proved by induction for
k # [1, n&1]. Now, from P$n&1 , we see that the assumption of Pn is
verified; using P$n&1 and Pn , we see that P$n holds, except possibly for the
assertion that cn=c$n . However, this equality follows from the equalities
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cg=c$g for g=1, 2, ..., n&1 and from our assumption i /i (i, c)=
i /i (i, c$). Thus, P$k is proved for k # [1, n]. Now the lemma clearly
follows from P$n .
Proposition 7.3. Let (i, c), (i$, c$) be two pairs in H . Assume that
s>Mn i /i (i, c) (with M as in 7.1) and that Vs, i , c=Vs, i$, c$ . Then (i, c),
(i$, c$) are in the same connected component of the graph in 1.2.
By 5.2, Vs, i$, c$ depends only on the connected component of (i$, c$) in the
graph. This connected component contains some pair of the form (i", c")
with i"=i. Hence it is enough to prove the proposition under the addi-
tional assumption that i$=i. From our assumption it follows that
dim Vs, i , c=dim Vs, i , c$ so that by 6.5, we have i /i (i, c)=i /i (i, c$). Our
assumption also implies that there exist ( p1 , p2 , ..., pn), ( p$1 , p$2 , ..., p$n) in Cns
which satisfy the assumptions of Lemma 7.2. Using that lemma, we deduce
that c=c$. The proposition is proved.
7.4. For # # H -, we set
Vs, #=Vs, i , c ,
where (i, c) belongs to # and it is assumed that s>i /i, # . (This is inde-
pendent of the choice of (i, c) by 5.2.) We can restate 6.5 and 7.3 as follows.
Proposition 7.5. (a) Let P(s)=d H -d (a subset of H
-); here d # NI
varies subject to i di<sMn. Then #  Vs, # is an injective map from P(s)
to the set of closed, irreducible subvarieties of Us .
(b) If # # H -d /P(s), we have codimUs Vs, #=i di .
8. Double Cosets
8.1. Let G be the simply connected, semisimple algebraic group over C
with Lie algebra g. Then U is naturally a closed subgroup of G. Let B$ be
the Borel subgroup of G whose Lie algebra is b$. If s1, the algebraic
group Gs and its closed subgroups Us , B$s are well defined, as in 4.3. The
set of double cosets B$s"Gs B$s is finite if s=1 and G is arbitrary or if
G=SL2(C) and s is arbitrary. However, in general, it is infinite, as shown
by the following proposition.
Proposition 8.2. Assume that G=SL3(C) and that B$ is the subgroup
of lower triangular matrices. Note that Gs=SL3(Cs). Assume that a, b,
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c # =Cs and abc{0 in Cs . (Thus, s4.) Then the map C  B$s"GsB$s which
to each t # C attaches the (B$s , B$s)-double coset of
1 a 0 1 0 0 1 tc 0 1 a+tc ab
\0 1 0+\0 1 b+\0 1 0+=\0 1 b +0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1 0 0 1
is injective.
Assume that
x 0 0 1 a+tc ab 1 a+t$c ab x$ 0 0
\u y 0+\0 1 b +=\0 1 b +\u$ y$ 0+v w z 0 0 1 0 0 1 v$ w$ z$
for some x, y, z, u, v, w, x$, y$, z$, u$, v$, w$ in Cs with x, y, z, x$, y$, z$ inver-
tible and some t{t$ in C. Then
x(a+tc)=y$(a+t$c)+w$ab, y+u(a+tc)=y$+w$b$,
uab+yb=z$b, xab=z$ab.
Introduce the second equation into the first one:
x(a+tc)=y(a+t$c)+u(a+tc)(a+t$c)&w$b(a+t$c)+w$ab
Multiply by b and substitute yb. We get
xb(a+tc)=(z$b&uab)(a+t$c)+ub(a+tc)(a+t$c)&t$w$b2c.
Multiply by a and substitute xab. We get
z$ab(a+tc)=z$ab(a+t$c)+tuabc(a+t$c)&t$w$ab2c,
z$abc(t&t$)=tuabc(a+t$c)&t$w$ab2c.
Setting q=tu(a+t$c)&t$w$b&z$(t&t$), we have abcq=0. Since a, b,
c # =Cs (by assumption) and z$(t&t$) is invertible, we see that q is inver-
tible. Hence abc=0 in Cs . Contradiction.
8.3. Let i # I and let c # [0, s&1]. The set 0i, c=B$syi ( c*Cs) B$s is a
single (B$s , B$s)-double coset in Gs . If S 1, S 2, ..., Sk are subsets of Gs that are
unions of (B$s , B$s)-double cosets, then the set of products g1 g2 } } } gk with
gl # S l for all l is a subset S1S 2 } } } S k of Gs that is a union of (B$s , B$s)-
double cosets. In particular, for (i, c)=((i1 , i2 , ..., in), (c1 , c2 , ..., cn)) # H we
can define
0i , c=0i 1 , c1 0i 2 , c2 } } } 0i n , c n .
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This is a constructble subset of Gs that is a union of (B$s , B$s)-double
cosets.
Let Fi , c be the set of all g # Gs that are of the form g=yi1( p1) yi2( p2) } } }
yi n( pn)b for some p1 # *
c1 Cs , ..., pn # *
c n Cs and some b # B$s .
Lemma 8.4. Fi , c is a dense subset of 0i , c .
Given i # I and c # [0, s&1], there exists an open dense subset Li, c of
B$s_c*Cs containing [1]_
c
*
Cs and two morphisms
ti, c : B$s_c*Cs 
c
*
Cs , ui, c : B$s_c*Cs  B$s
such that, for any (b, a) # B$s_c*Cs we have byi (a)=yi (ti, c(b, a)) ui, c(b, a)
and such that for any a # c
*
Cs , we have ui, c(1, a)=1.
In the case where c>0, we can take Li, c=B$s_c*Cs . This is a conse-
quence of the following computation in SL2(Cs):
\ux
x
v+\
1
a
0
1+=\
1
a$
0
1+\
u$
0
x$
v$+
where u # Cs*, v # Cs*, x # Cs , a # cCs are given and a$, u$, v$, x$ are defined
by
x$=x # Cs , u$=u+ax # Cs*, v$=uv(u+ax) # Cs*,
a$=va(u+ax) # cCs .
(Since c>0, u+ax is automatically in Cs*.) A similar computation applies
when c=0, in which case, however, Li, c is the proper subset of B$s_Cs*
defined by the condition that u+ax # C*.
To prove the lemma, we note that 0 i, c is the image of the variety
(a) B$s_*
c 1 Cs_B$s_*
c 2 Cs_ } } } _B$s_*
c n Cs_B$s
under the map
(b) (b1 , p1 , b2 , p2 , ..., bn , pn , bn+1)
[ b1yi1( p1) b2yi2( p2) } } } bnyin( pn) bn+1 .
We consider the open subset T of the variety (a) given by all (b1 , p1 , b2 ,
p2 , ..., bn , pn , bn+1) such that
(b1 , p1) # Li1 , c 1 ,
(ui 1 , c1(b1 , p1) b2 , p2) # Li2 , c 2 ,
(ui2 , c 2(ui 1 , c 1(b1 , p1) b2 , p2) b3 , p3) # Li 3 , c 3 ,
and so on (n conditions). Note that T is non-empty since it contains for
example any point such that b1=b2= } } } =bn=1. Hence T is dense in the
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(irreducible) variety (a). Thus, the image of T under (b) is dense in 0i , c .
But this image is contained in Fi , c , by the definition of the functions
ui k , c k : Lik , c k  B$s . The lemma follows.
8.5. For (i, c) # H , we denote by 0 i , c the closure of 0i , c in Gs . Note
that 0 i , c is a union of (B$s , B$s)-double cosets. (In general, it is a union of
infinitely many double cosets, as we see from 8.2.)
Proposition 8.6. (a) Let P(s)/H - be as in 7.5(a). If (i, c), (i$, c$)
represent the same # # P(s), then 0 i , c=0 i$, c$ .
(b) (i, c)  0 i , c defines an injective map from P(s) to the set of closed,
irreducible subvarieties of Gs that are unions of (B$s , B$s)-double cosets.
(c) If (i, c) represents # # H -d/P(s), we have codimGs 0 i , c=i di .
Let ?: Gs  GsB$s be the canonical map. Now u [ ‘(u)=uB$s is an
isomorphism ‘ of Us onto an open dense subset of GsB$s .
In the setup of (c) we see, using 8.4, that ‘(Us, i , c) is a dense subset of
?(0i , c). It follows that ‘(Vs, #) is a dense subset of ?(0 i , c). This shows that
?(0 i , c) depends only on # (not on the particular representative (i, c)) and
that codimGsB$s ?(0 i , c))=i di . (We use 7.5(b).) Since 0 i , c=?
&1(?(0 i , c)),
we see that (a),(c) hold. Similarly, using 7.5(a), we see that (b) holds.
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